
ERD FOR COLLEGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

By Creately Templates | ER diagram for college management system is a visual presentation of entities and
relationships of school management software database. E-R Diagram for Supplies Contract System.

As we can see the diagonal which is connected with the admin, these diagonals show the relationship of admin
with different entities. College Management System" is to manage the tas related to the college students
employees and to reduce time to searching of appropriate candidates in college view. Student 3ee
Management 4. Introd ction 3. Staff ,ttendance Management 6. They can also mark the attendance online.
Student ,dmission 2. The system can access by every student faculties employees of the institution through
internet connected computers. Set up security policies for users. Students and teachers both are allowed to
answer the queries, students can also post problems regarding any subjects or college rules and regulations.
Here we are not discussing the admin module because all others module will cover the admin module part so
to remove the same content from the report we are ignoring the admin part. Now, let us discuss the
ER-Diagram of the system but before that, we need to explain why we need ER-diagram why ER-diagram is
so useful while developing and designing the system. If a teacher wants to organize some kind of social work
event they can broadcast the notification to all the students through their portal. So we can say the Core
purpose of designing! If we have different event id then the event will not overlap. Three key considerations
are involved in the feasibility analysis are as under Operational feasibility of college management system
PURPOSE: to find out whether the system will be functional after its development and installation? So above
are the following points which a student can perform after getting register on the portal and get a confirmation
message from admin. There is a single user admin in this mini php project Students can check new
information and achievements of the college students through the application which will motivate them and
this all things would be uploaded by the Admin on the application. Here we are providing visual basic 6. So,
above this is the whole process of college management system and its working by our system we can make it a
little bit more simple and fast process of automating it. The other side is marked by digit , indicating relation
to! At this module person who does not belong to the college can also post his queries and problems to clarify
about the aura of the college and get a better understanding of fee structure before entering the college.


